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Abstract. Consequences of the existence of an invariant (necessarily indefinite)
non-degenerate inner product for an indecomposable representation π of
a group G on a space § are studied. If π has an irreducible subrepresentation π1

on a subspace ί>1? it is shown that there exists an invariant subspace $2 °f §
containing ξ^1 and satisfying the following conditions: (1) the representation
πf = π mod§2 on § mod§2 *

s conjugate to the representation (π1? ̂ J, (2) ξ>1 is
a null space for the inner product, and (3) the induced inner product on

is non-degenerate and invariant for the representation

a special example being the Gupta-Bleuler triplet for the one-particle space of
the free classical electromagnetic field with ξ^1 = space of longitudinal photons
and §2 == the space defined by the subsidiary condition.

1. Introduction

In the study of massless particles, one meets [1-6, 9-11, 15, 17-19] indecompos-
able representations π of a Lie group G on a space § (with an invariant indefinite
inner product), which take, for example, the following form:

κn-+πn-Λ-> ... -»πιΊ
" " * H. (1.1)

S = S.3S,-ι3-θS1J

Here §,- is a π(G)-invariant subspace of §7 +1 without any π(G)-invariant
complement, namely, there are no subspaces §y such that $/ + §j = S/+i,
$/n<r>j = 0, π(G)yyJ CίyJ . The representation πj of G on $//$/_ i is obtained by first
restricting π to the subspace §,- of § and then considering it modulo §7 -1: π/g) [<!;]
— Eπ(0K] f°r £ E %>p where [£] = ξ + §,-_! is a vector in £)/§/•-1 (We note that the
construction of representations on a quotient space, especially with respect to a
null space, is now a popular game [14].)


